Biophysical and histological determinants underlying natural firing behaviors of splanchnic sympathetic preganglionic neurons in neonatal rats.
Isolated thoracic spinal cords of neonatal rats spontaneously generate splanchnic sympathetic nerve discharge (SND) with a quasiperiodic rhythm approximately 1-Hz. Using in vitro nerve-cord preparations that retained T6-T12 spinal segments, we investigated whether the natural firing behavior of sympathetic preganglionic neurons (SPNs) encoded the SND rhythm and what were the main biophysical and histological determinants of SPN firing. Under extracellular recording conditions, electrical stimulation of splanchnic nerves elicited antidromic responses in 212 SPNs. Among them, 92 SPNs were quiescent; 120 active SPNs had an average firing rate of 0.72+/-0.04 Hz, which was close to the quasiperiodic rhythm of SND. SPNs with rhythmic burst firing were rare. Probability plots of interspike intervals were constructed to extract mathematical features underlying SPN firing. Most active SPNs (88%) had a firing well described by unimodal Gaussian, suggesting a predominantly tonic pattern with normal variations. Biophysical properties of 112 SPNs were measured under whole-cell recording conditions. The charging time constant, tau, is positively correlated with the average firing rate. Histological properties were examined in 45 SPNs with intracellular diffusion of Lucifer Yellow or biocytin. SPNs with pyramidal somata and multipolar dendrites tend to be spontaneously active. In contrast, those with bipolar somata and fewer dendritic branches were quiescent in firing. These observations suggest that activity levels of SPNs are correlated with their capacity for temporal and spatial summation of synaptic inputs. How the seemingly tonic firing of individual SPNs is integrated into whole-nerve SND with quasiperiodic rhythms is discussed.